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We formulate and systematically test three hypotheses about the effect of ethnicity on
• leadership succession in Africa. We test whether leaders from ethnic groups with large

population shares lose power less frequently, and are less likely to have nonconstitutional
successors than leaders from ethnic groups with small population shares. We also test whether
leaders' successors are disproportionately likely to belong to the same ethnic group. We
decisively confirm the third hypothesis, while rejecting the other two. Among leaders from

• large ethnic groups, our evidence indicates larger population shares are associated with greater
risks of losing power and with an increased probability successors are nonconstitutional.

This paper is more about ethnicity than economic development but we do also find that
economic growth reduces the leader's risk of losing power, whether we use a measure of
leader's ethnic share which takes into account ethnic dispersion or not.
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Executive Summary

1) We formulate and systematically test three hypotheses about the political implications of

ethnicity in African politics. Our hypotheses pivot on the issue of leadership because if ethnicity is so

• important for political conflict, we should see an effect on leadership change. Our first hypothesis is

that leaders from majority ethnic groups are more likely to stay in power than comparable leaders from

minority ethnic groups.

• 2) African leaders who are military men may be able to overcome the liabilities of minority ethnic

status better than civilians because they can employ coercion more easily than civilians can in order to

stay in power. Our second hypothesis serves to address this issue. Perhaps ethnic minorities use
•

military rule, and more generally nonconstitutional rule, as a shield against ethnic majorities. We test

this second hypothesis using the set of exiting leaders in our sample. We expect nonconstitutional exit

to be more common among exiting rulers with relatively small ethnic population shares. Our
•

discussion further refines this hypothesis by noting the importance of ethnic context. In nations with

one dominant ethnic group, we may expect minorities to perceive a greater threat from that group than

they would in a country that is more ethnically diffuse. We develop measures of ethnic minority•

status which account for the interaction of minority status with the level of ethnic diffusion in a

country.

• 3) Our third hypothesis also focuses on the salience of ethnic identity during the transition between

leaders. While we might expect that individual leaders will strive harder to remain in power when the

ethnic stakes are high, we hypothesize that leaders are disproportionately likely to be replaced by

• members of their own ethnic group. This third hypothesis can be tested by considering the impact of

the size of a leader's ethnic group on the probability that when leadership change occurs, executive

authority passes to another member of the leader's own ethnic cohort. We thus are testing for an
•



elevated probability of intra-ethnic leadership succession. One might think of this as a kind of

• "incumbency advantage" for ethnic groups.

Our third hypothesis is appropriately compared with the alternative view that ethnicity is

irrelevant to leadership change. In this view, a leader's ethnicity has as much political impact as his

•
blood type or shoe size. If this hypothesis is true, the size of a leader's ethnic group affects the

probability of intra-ethnic leadership transition as a matter of amounting: leaders from large ethnic

groups are more likely to be replaced by successors from the same ethnic group simply because there

are more people from that ethnic group. In this view of "ethnicity as blood-type," the probability of

intra-ethnic leadership succession is strictly proportional to the size of the exiting leader's ethnic

• 
group.

4) To test hypotheses about the importance of ethnicity to leadership transition, we have assembled

data on leaders, on their ethnic affiliations, and on the ethnic mix of the countries they rule. Our

• biographical data emerge from Bienen and van de Walk (1991).

5) Another variable incorporated in our analysis is an indicator for the leader's means of gaining

power. Those who come to power by nonconstitutional means are treated throughout their rule as

• nonconstitutional. In our dataset, no legitimizing plebiscite or democratic reform program will wash

away the "original sin" of nonconstitutional entry.

6) In light of fmdings suggesting a role for economic variables in leadership transition (Londregan

and Poole, 1990, 1991, 1992), we have also drawn on economic data. Our economic variables come

from the most recent version of the Perm World Tables (Summers and Heston, 1991). We include

information on growth, the level of income, and international trade. Our growth variable is the
•

proportional change in real per capita GDP between the previous year and the current one, both

measured in 1985 US dollars. Our variable for the income level is the previous year's per capita

• income, also measured in 1985 US dollars. In other research, the natural logarithm of lagged per

2
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•

•

•

capita income has been found to perform better as a predictor of current growth, and of coups and

nonconstitutional rule (Londregan and Poole, 1992). We therefore use the natural log of lagged

income rather than the level itself.

To calibrate the impact of international trade, we construct a measure we refer to as "openness",

defined by the sum of imports plus exports divided by GDP. This value ranges from a theoretical

minimum of 0 for a country which engages in no trade, to a value of 2 for a country that exports

everything it produces and which imports an equal value of goods and services.

Merging these variables results in a dataset of 836 observations, each matching a country/year

of political and economic data with the relevant leader. Our sample period runs from 1962 or the date

of independence, if it is after 1962, until 1987 and our data encompass 39 separate countries. The

1962 date was chosen to take advantage of economic data that report a country's involvement in

international trade, as measured by the value of exports, plus the value of imports, both divided by

GDP. Because of the late advent of independence for African states, little data was lost by discarding

pre-1962 observations for our other variables.

7) A quick glance at Table 2 reveals that for the countries in our sample, the pace of leadership

turnover is very slow. The average rate of leadership turnover in our sample is 8.01% per year,

corresponding to an average reign of about 12 years. The probability of losing power is much lower

for the leaders in our sample than for their counterparts in Europe and the Western Hemisphere. (See

Bienen and van de Wale, 1991.)

8) The average leader in our dataset came from an ethnic group with just over 1/3 (36.2%) of the

national population. Contrary to the belief that leaders from majority ethnic groups have a firmer

grasp on the reins of power and in apparent rejection of our first hypothesis, Table 3 reports the

insignificant correlation in our sample between leaders' ethnic shares and their exit risk (p = -0.049,

t = -1.374). This insignificant correlation coefficient may be an artifact of our not having corrected

3
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for the influence of intervening variables, such as the rate of economic growth, that may mediate the

• effects of ethnicity. The insignificant correlation may also stem from our approach to measuring the

size of the leader's ethnic group.

We need to be able to take a nuanced view of size variables by constructing a measure of the

relative size of the leader's ethnic group. For example, a Yoruba leader in Nigeria, an Ndebele leader

in Zimbabwe, and a Teke leader in the Congo each come from ethnic groups with population shares of

about 20%. However, we would argue that the Yoruba leader in Nigeria, as a member of that

country's second largest ethnic group, draws on a stronger ethnic base than the other two do. The

ethnic mix of Nigeria is diffuse; there are two other ethnic groups of roughly comparable size to the

Yoruba; the lbo (17%) and the Hausa Fulani (29%), along with many small ethnic groups. Contrast•

this with the Congo, where the population share of the Teke is decidedly smaller than that of the

Kongo, who account for 47% of the population, or with Zimbabwe, where the 20% share of the

• Ndebeles is dwarfed by the 80% share for the Shona. We contend that an ethnic group constitutes a

stronger base of political power when the ethnic composition of the remainder of the population is

relatively diffuse than when it is concentrated in one or a few ethnic groups.

• Thus we create a measure which adjusts the ethnic share of the leader's group for the degree of

diffusion among the country's ethnic groups. We call this measure "ESD1" (Ethnic Size Dominance).

This measure accounts for both size and dispersion of ethnic groups, and is derived from what is

called a Herfindahl index. (See Herfindahl, 1950; Stigler, 1968; Hart, 1971.) Our ESD1 measure for

leader L is defined as follows:

•

ESDi- 

012 + sN2

•

4
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Where there are N substantial or significant ethnic groups, SI, is the population share of the leader's

• ethnic group, and Si, i e N) is the share of ethnic group i. We can thus estimate a value of

ESD1 for every leader in our sample. ESD1 is bounded by 0 and 1. The closer ESD1 is to 1 the

greater the relative share of the ethnic group. In addition, this ethnic size dominance index has the

•
advantage of being sensitive to the number of ethnic groups in a given country. Thus, the more

diffuse a country's ethnic structure, the larger the value it attributes to a fixed population share.

To return to our previous example involving Nigeria and Congo, we calculate a value of .484 for the

Yoruba, but only a value of .371 for the Teke.

9) When we substitute our more contextually sensitive measures of ethnic size, ESD1 and ESD2,

(which gives more weight to relatively large groups) the results are no more favorable to the•

hypothesis that leaders from large ethnic groups are more deeply entrenched in power. In neither case

is the correlation between our ethnic measure and the exit rate statistically significant. For ESD1 the

• correlation is only -0.025 (t = -0.710), while for ESD2 it is -0.047 (t = -1.325).

10) The empirical regularity that political exit and low rates of economic growth tend to occur

together raises an ambiguity: is this association the result of leaders being ousted when the economy

• performs poorly, or does political exit itself inhibit growth. This growth inhibiting effect may operate

through uncertainty about future public policy during a protracted power struggle, or, in the case of

coups d'dtat and civil wars, the very process of exit may be intrinsically destructive. Of course, it is

more likely that some combination of these factors is at work, creating simultaneous feedback

between political transition and economic growth. To control for this endogeneity, we use an

instrumental variables approach in the parametric statistical analysis.
•

11) The estimated coefficients for current and lagged growth are surprisingly consistent with what a

reading of the literature on the US and Western Europe would lead us to expect (Alesina et al. 1992,

• Erikson 1989, etc.): economic growth reduces the leader's risk of losing power. While our lagged

•



growth coefficient is much smaller than the coefficient for current growth, it is also more precisely

• estimated. This almost certainly results from the efficiency loss from using an instrumental variables

estimator of the impact of the current growth rate. When we substitute our ESD1 measure for the

leader's ethnic share, we obtain qualitatively similar estimates, which are reported in column 2 of

Table 4.

12) Our third hypothesis is that when leaders leave power, their replacements are disproportionately

likely to come from their own ethnic group. An alternative to this hypothesis is that the probability a
•

leader is replaced by a member of another ethnic group is directly proportional to the population

share of all other ethnic groups. If the alternative hypothesis is true, so that members of the exiting

• leader's ethnic group are no more likely to replace him than anyone else, the coefficients for the two

leader characteristic variables and income should equal zero. In stark contrast, we find that all three

variables have statistically significant effects on the probability a leader's successor comes from

• another ethnic group.

13) The positive coefficient for nonconstitutional rulers is consistent with the view that

nonconstitutional rule is used to defend control of the government against ethnic outsiders. In an

•
ethnically polarized authoritarian setting, we might expect that ethnic affines of the national leader,

even ambitious ones, will be reluctant to move against their leader for fear the ensuing chaos will be

exploited by ethnic outsiders. In contrast, the only way to achieve political power for ethnic outsiders

in an ethnically based authoritarian regime may be to overdraw the government. If this were the case,

nonconstitutional rulers, when they lost power, would tend to be replaced by successors from outside

their own ethnic group.
•

14) Conclusion

This analysis uses cross-national data in which each country is followed over time to examine

the role of ethnicity in African politics. Because of the relative ease and precision with which we can

6
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measure the entry and exit of national leaders, we formulate and test three hypotheses about the effect

O of ethnicity on leadership change.

The point of departure for our first hypothesis is the conjecture a leader's ethnic affmes are

natural political allies, helping him to remain in power. All else equal, the more allies the better, so

• our first hypothesis is the larger the population share of the leader's ethnic group, the lower the

probability the leader loses power. We decisively reject this hypothesis. Only among leaders from the

smallest ethnic groups do variations in the size of the leader's ethnic group have the hypothesized

•
effect. For most of our sample, the results are directly opposite those predicted: leaders from larger

ethnic groups run greater risks of losing power. All else held equal, leaders from the largest ethnic

groups are the most likely to lose power.
0

Our second hypothesis is framed from the perspective that minority ethnic groups may use

nonconstitutional rule as a shield against ethnic oppression by more populous groups. Accordingly,

we expect rulers from ethnic minorities to more ruthlessly cling to power, and hence, we hypothesize
•

the probability of nonconstitutional replacement declines with the size of the leader's ethnic group.

Our results directly counter this claim. Except among leaders from the smallest ethnic groups, we

• observe the probability of nonconstitutional replacement actually rises with the size of the leaders

ethnic group.

Our third hypothesis, and the only one which receives strong support from the data, is that

O rulers are disproportionately likely to be replaced by members of their own ethnic group. This is what

we would expect to see if the ruling elite were drawn disproportionately from one or a few ethnic

groups. In particular, we find that nonconstitutional rulers are more likely than other leaders to be

0
replaced by people from outside their ethnic group, while the rulers of wealthy countries are less likely

to be replaced by ethnic "outsiders". This is what we might expect if political support coalitions

7
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divided along ethnic lines, and were better able to control the process of succession in wealthy
0

countries, and within constitutional environments.

0

0

0

•

0

0

•

•
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1. Introduction

Observers of African politics have argued that factionalism and

political conflict tend to be rooted in kinship, clan and ethnic

relationships. Analyses range from the nuanced study of cultural pluralism

with sensitivity to the complex interplay of social, economic, cultural, and

11
demographic changes with shifting ethnic identities (Young, 1976) to simpler

and often misleading assertions about the importance of tribalism in Africa.

While some have argued that ethnicity is used as a mask for the class

41
interests of elites and represents the false consciousness of masses of

people, often manipulated by colonialists or neocolonialists (Rodney, 1972;

Amin, 1973) most policy makers and academic analysts believe that interests

41
in Africa are mediated through ethnic prisms.

Communal identities are seen frequently as both cause and effect

of political strategies (Jackson and Rosberg, 1982). Whether one accepts or

not Sklar's assertion that "tribal movements may be created and instigated

to action by the new men of power in -furtherance of their own special

interests" (Sklar, 1967, p. 6) few would quarrel with Bates' statement:

"Given that most constituencies tend to be dominated by members of one ethnic

group ... an ethnic appeal is an attractive and efficacious weapon in the

competition for office" (Bates, 1983, p. 161).
41

Bates here was referring to electoral competition. Votes,

however, rarely have determined political outcomes in Africa beyond a first

vote at independence. The importance of ethnicity as a way of organizing
11

resources in nonelectoral systems has been noted also by students of military

regimes (Decal°, 1973). In the most sophisticated explanations of ethnicity

as a resource for political elites, it is not some presumed atavistic affinity

for blood relations that is suggested as a critical factor but rather

1



the rationality of ethnic strategies has been emphasized for both

political entrepreneurs and broader publics in the context of risky

environments (Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972).

Here, we formulate and systematically test three hypotheses about

the political implications of ethnicity in African politics. Our hypotheses

pivot on the issue of leadership succession because if ethnicity is so

important for political conflict, we should see an effect on leadership

change. Also, leadership changes are relatively unambiguous and easy to

monitor. Thus, they lend themselves to testable propositions.

Our first hypothesis is that leaders from majority ethnic groups are

more likely to stay in power than comparable leaders from minority ethnic

groups. This stems from our belief that in the African context of strong

ethnic attachments and patronage based politics, leaders' ethnic identities

are likely to constitute a resource to be used for power consolidation and

maintenance. We want to test whether leaders from relatively large ethnic

groups are more likely to survive in power longer, ceteris paribus, than

other leaders.

While few scholars systematically test for the ways that

ethnicity determines political outcomes, a number have theorized about the

relationship between ethnic diversity and regime stability. The findings from

this literature are inconsistent and contradictory. Rabushka and Shepsle

(1972) and Jenkins and Kposowa (1990) argue that ethnic diversity is a

destabilizing force, but for different reasons. Rabushka and Shepsle argue

that cultural pluralism structures and reinforces political competition

between groups whose primary loyalty may not be towards the state and its

symbols. They see ethnic mobilization as a mass social phenomena that is

likely in plural societies. Jenkins and Kposowa suggest, on the other hand,

•

2



that mass based ethnic mobilization brought about by cultural pluralism only

rarely brings about regime instability. They argue that political instability

is likely in plural political systems because elites in these systems are

likelier to compete over political spoils and patronage, and that this

competition is structured ethnically.

Jackman (1978) argues that ethnic diversity is actually a

stabilizing factor. He suggests that "by providing a system of countervailing

power centers, cultural pluralism may contribute to political stability"

(Jackman, 1978, p. 1263). In his study of African coups, Jackman finds

evidence that the presence of "dominant" ethnic groups actually increases

political instability. Bienen and van de Walle (1989) tentatively suggest

that the national level of ethnic conflict in Africa has no impact on leader

longevity. They focus on leaders' durability, not on regime stability or

coups (Bienen and van de Walle, 1989, 1991). This is an important

distinction: leader and regime longevity can coexist with considerable

political instability.

These inconsistent findings suggest that in order to make headway on

the general issue of ethnic conflict and political stability, it would be

useful to ask whether or not ethnicity matters to the individual careers

of politicians, particularly as they struggle for power. We know that

African political parties in the immediate post independence years were often

ethnic parties (see Collier, 1982). There is also much anecdotal evidence

that individual African leaders have staked their fortunes on support from

their own ethnic group. But there is little systematic evidence that

ethnic identity is a significant political resource. Our first hypothesis

sets out to test this expectation: leaders from large ethnic groups remain in

power longer on average, than other leaders.

3
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Alternative hypotheses can be devised for investigating the significance

of ethnicity as a political resource. The argument can be made that often

there is no real advantage for a leader who belongs to a large ethnic group

because smaller groups are more cohesive and easier to mobilize, while larger

groups are more likely to be divided by internal strife. Indeed, our

knowledge of certain countries in our sample provides us with evidence of

such dynamics. In Mauritania, for example, it appears that the Moors (82

percent of the national population) are riven with a clan based factionalism

that is much less strong in the smaller and more unified Tukulor (13 percent

of the population). Yoruba in Nigeria have been divided by city, by region

of origin, and by religion. Whether large size per se makes for less

cohesion may be true or not in many countries, but surely ethnic groups of

roughly similar percentages within an African country vary greatly with

respect to cohesiveness of political institutions and with respect to their

claims on individuals' loyalties.

African leaders who are military men may be able to overcome

the liabilities of minority ethnic status better than civilians because they

can employ coercion more easily than civilians can in order to stay in power.

African militaries, especially officer corps, have been recruited in

many countries disproportionately from ethnic minorities (Enloe, 1980;

Mazrui,1975; Lee, 1969).

Our second hypothesis serves to address this issue. Perhaps

ethnic minorities use military rule, and more generally nonconstitutional

rule, as a shield against ethnic majorities. This would result from

minorities' apprehension about their fate should executive power fall into the

hands of "outsiders." This greater apprehension would lead to greater

willingness to subvert constitutional procedures to remain in power. Thus we

11.

410
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hypothesize that ethnic minority rulers are more likely to lose power

nonconstitutionally than their counterparts from larger ethnic groups. In

11 calculating the probability of nonconstitutional exit, care must be taken to

distinguish between the success with which minority members cling to power and

the likelihood that when they lose power they do so nonconstitutionally.

41 To focus on the means by which power is lost, rather than the

likelihood of exit, we test this second hypothesis using the set of exiting

leaders in our sample. We expect nonconstitutional exit to be more common

• among exiting rulers with relatively small ethnic population shares.

Our discussion further refines this hypothesis by noting the

importance of ethnic context. In nations with one dominant ethnic group, we

41 may expect minorities to perceive a greater threat from that group than they

would in a country that is more ethnically diffuse. We develop measures of

ethnic minority status which account for the interaction of minority status

11 with the level of ethnic diffusion in a country.

Our third hypothesis also focuses on the salience of ethnic

Identity during the transition between leaders. While we might expect that

41 individual leaders will strive harder to remain in power when the ethnic

stakes are high, we hypothesize that leaders are disproportionately likely to

be replaced by members of their own ethnic group. This third hypothesis can

O be tested by considering the impact of the size of a leader's ethnic group on

the probability that when leadership change occurs, executive authority passes

to another member of the leader's (Am ethnic cohort.

• We thus are testing for an elevated probability of

intra-ethnic leadership succession. One might think of this a kind of

"incumbency advantage" for ethnic groups. In keeping with the general model

11 of ethnic polarization and mistrust, we expect that members of an ethnic group

• 5



will unite in order to preserve political power in the hands of a member 
of

their own group. This suggests political alignment along ethnic lines so

that intra-ethnic leadership changes would take on some of the dimensions 
of

intra-party leadership transitions in liberal democracies. Although the

leader steps down, he is replaced by another member of his political 
support

group.

Our third hypothesis is appropriately compared with the alternative

view that ethnicity is irrelevant to leadership change. In this view, a

leader's ethnicity has as much political impact as his blood type or 
shoe

size. If this hypothesis is true, the size of a leader's ethnic group affects

the probability of intra-ethnic leadership transition as a matter of

accounting: leaders from large ethnic groups are more likely to be replaced

by successors from the same ethnic group simply because there are more
 people

from that ethnic group. In this view of "ethnicity as blood-type," the

probability of intra-ethnic leadership succession is strictly pro
portional to

the size of the exiting leader's ethnic group.

• •

•

Measurement Issues and the Politics of Ethnicity 
40

We are well aware of the complexities in taking account of the

multi-layered bases of group identification, including language, lineage,

clan, territory, religion, and common cultural heritage. This complexity

makes the boundaries between African ethnic groups difficult to draw in

theory and in practice (Morrison et al., 1989, pp. 25-37). Indeed, the

boundaries may shift as new isgue areas rise and fall in salience (Lemarchand,

1970; Bienen, 1985,pp. 64-115; Melson and Wolpe, 1971). Even when we make

boundary distinctions,we may not be certain that the groups we d
emarcate

share common values and preferences (Morrison et al., 1989, pp. 
295-314). 41

6 •



This may account for the widespread use of ethnicity as an explanatory

variable for political outcomes in Africa while it equally frequently remains

11 an underspecified phenomenon.

We largely chose to accept the classifications used by Morrison and his

colleagues. Their operationalization of ethnic pluralism seems carefully

drawn. Moreover, they provide ethnic affiliations for most African leaders

since the independence of African countries
1
.

We also used some specific ethnic classifications that Morrison did

11 
not demarcate because they were under five percent of the population. When

we knew that a leader was affiliated with a small group that was under

five percent of the population, we specified the group. Finally, in a number

41 
of countries, we differ from the ethnic label Morrison attaches to a leader.

For example, in Chad, Morrison has designated Hissan Habre as an Arab, whereas

we designate him as Tubu which would put him in the "Saharan

11 Cluster. "
2

It is also possible that a leader's own "ethnicity" is more

complicated than we have allowed. We know that leaders may have multiple

affiliations and identities. They may have married outside their original

•

41 ethnic-language or cultural group, or they may be the children of parents who

themselves came from different communities. For example, Thomas Sankara in

Burkina Faso was said to be the son of a Mossi chief and a Fulani. Macias

• 
Nguema in Equatorial Guinea was said to be a Fang from the Mongomo clan but

his father was said to be Gabonese. Mengistu Haile Mariam in Ethiopia was

—§5:1-d—to be the son of a woman descended from Galla (Oromo) slaves and yet he

• has been identified as an Amhara.

It is no small or easy thing then to code for leaders' ethnicity just

as it is difficult to code for the structure .of ethnicity in the country.

Again, we usually accepted Morrison's identification of a leader's ethnicity

S
7



and chose not to complicate that identification by adding in multiple

ethnic groups or religious affiliations. We did not have good information on

all leaders with respect to multiple or religious affiliations.

To test hypotheses about the importance of ethnicity to leadership

transition, we have assembled data on leaders, on their ethnic

affiliations,and on the ethnic mix of the countries they rule.

Our biographical data emerge from Bienen and van de Walle (1991).

Of particular interest to us are the entry and exit dates of leaders. These

we use to match each annual observation with the leader who ruled a country

at the beginning of the year. In most cases, this coding is straightforward.

For example, Gambia's Jawara assumed power in 1965 and still ruled Gambia

in 1987, the end of our sample period. Thus, we code him as ruler for

1966, 1967, . and so on through 1987. Each leader, each year, is an

observation. We do not code Jawara as ruler for 1965 because he did not hold

power as that year began. A somewhat more ambiguous case is that of Guinea

in 1984. Toure, who came to power in 1958, was succeeded by Beauvogui in

1984. Beauvogui was himself replaced by Conte during the same year. Thus, we

code Toure as the 1984 leader for Guinea, while Conte is the 1985 leader.

This omits the short rule of Beauvogui. Alternatively, we could have coded

1984 three times, once for each leader who held power that year. . However,

this would accord artificially high weight to short reigns in our sample, and

generate biased estimates of the probability of leadership transition.

Another alternative would be to code the leadef holding power the longest as

the ruler for the entire year. However, if it turned out that Conte had held

power longest in 1984, this would lead us to treat 1984 as a year in which

the leader did not lose power, a serious misrepresentation of the data.

Thus, mindful of the short-term leaders who "fall through the cracks" in this

8



approach, we adopt our rule of matching country level data with the first

-ruler to hold power for that year. This generates an unambiguous coding rule

and always records a political transition for years in which one occurred.

We also use data on the recent rate of political exits as measured by the

average number of "political" exits per year, e.g. those that were

not attributable to death from "natural," or at least nonpolitical causes, for

the six years immediately prior to the current one. We also experiment with

the average rate of transition in the more distant past, but it never exerts

a statistically significant effect on our dependent variables. In

calculating this recent rate of transition, we included leaders who did not

remain in power for a full year. Thus, the exit of Beauvogui, who is not

matched with Guinean data for the only year he held power (1984), is counted

as a lagged political exit for 1985 onward (He would drop out of this average

in 1992 should our sample later be extended.)

Another variable incorporated in our analysis is an indicator for the

leader's means of gaining power. Those who come to power by

nonconstitutional means are treated throughout their rule as

nonconstitutional. In our dataset, no legitimizing plebiscite or democratic

reform program will wash away the "original sin" of nonconstitutional entry.

This is not meant to assert that all nonconstitutional rulers are equally

objectionable, nor that the constitutional ones are a homogeneously benign

collection of public servants. We know that many constitutional regimes in

Africa, and elsewhere, have been repressive and authoritarian. Rather, we

use this variable because it can be coded reliably and with relatively little

ambiguity while still conveying important information about a regime's

legitimacy. Other options are highly sensitive to the political outlook and

subjective judgments of those assigning codes. In Africa, we are also aware

9
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that nonconstitutional rule is highly correlated with military rule.

We also keep track of "political exits," those in which the leader

did not die in office of patently nonpolitical causes. "Political exits"

include assassinations, coups, electoral defeats, and retirements, "voluntary"

and otherwise. We also keep track of an important subset of these

political exits: nonconstitutional exits, e.g. assassinations and coups.

While data are also available on leaders' ages, military backgrounds, and the

number of leaders who preceded them in power, we do not make use of such data

here.

In light of findings suggesting a role for economic variables in

leadership transition (Londregan and Poole, 1990, 1991, 1992), we have also

drawn on economic data. Our economic variables come from the most recent

version of the Penn World Tables (Summers and Heston, 1991). We include

information on growth, the level of income, and international trade. Our

growth variable is the proportional change in real per capita GDP between the

previous year and the current one, both measured in 1985 US dollars. Our

variable for the income level is the previous year's per capita income, also

measured in 1985 US dollars. In other research, the natural logarithm of

lagged per capita income has been found to perform better as a predictor of

current growth, and of coups and nonconstitutional rule (Londregan and Poole,

1992). We therefore use the natural log of lagged income rather than the

level itself.

To calibrate the impact of international trade-, lie -construct a measure

we refer to as "openness", def,ined by the sum of imports plus exports divided

by GDP. This value ranges from a theoretical minimum of 0 for a country

which engages in no trade, to a value of 2 for a country that exports

everything it produces and which imports an equal value of goods and

•
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services.

Merging these variables results in a dataset of 836 observations, each

matching a country/year of political and economic data with the relevant

leader. Our sample period runs from 1962 or the date of independence, if it

is after 1962, until 1987 and our data encompass 39 separate countries. The

1962 date was chosen to take advantage of economic data that report a

country's involvement in international trade, as measured by the value of

exports, plus the value of imports, both divided by GDP. Because of the late

advent of independence for African states, little data was lost by discarding

pre-1962 observations for our other variables. Table 1 lists the countries

used in our analysis and the years for which we have data for each country.

For leaders who came to power prior to 1962, like Kwame Nkrumah or Sekou

Toure, we still pick up their coming to power constitutionally and their time

in power.

The set of variables that are likely to play an important role in

leadership transition includes some that are not readily measured. For

example, we believe that differences among ethnic groups' control over

resources are important, yet we lack systematic measures of these differences

for the totality of our sample. Likewise, details of the culture and history

of our countries may be thought to play an important role in determining the

pace of leadership transition. These details might include features of the

pre-independence period, such as traditional inter-ethnic rivalries or

alliances between the colonizing power and groups. Also of

potential importance are variables such as the geographic distribution of

ethnic groups; whether they coexist in the same cities and towns, or whether

instead they are geographically segregated. Lacking systematic data on these

other variables poses a serious problem: estimating a model of exit that

11



excludes these variables raises the possibility of "omitted variables bias".

This problem is by no means unique to the African context: a researcher can

almost always think of a list of variables that it would be useful to include

in a political model, if only the data were available.

For some of our most important omitted variables all (or almost all) of

the sample variance is between country variation. This means that by using

fixed-effect estimators, we can protect our parameter estimates of the

importance of ethnicity from omitted variables bias
3
. Accordingly, fixed

effect estimators play an important role in the analysis of the following

sections.

Ethnicity and Exit: An Analytical First Look

Some descriptive statistics for our data appear in Tables 2 and 3. Table

2 reports means, standard deviations, medians, and extreme values for each

variable. The last column, labeled "% Within" lists the percentage of the
04,

total variance of each variable accounted for by within country variance.

The remainder is between country variation. Table 3 reports correlations

among our variables. The above diagonal entries of Table 3 are correlations,

while the below diagonal entries are t-statistics.

A quick glance at Table 2 reveals that for the countries in our sample,

the pace of leadership turnover is very slow. The average rate of leadership

turnover in our sample is 8.01% per year, corresponding to an average reign

of about 12 years. The probability of losing power is much lower for the

•
leaders in our sample than for their counterparts in Europe and the Western

Hemisphere. (See Bienen and van de Walle, 1991.)

The ethnic share for leaders in our sample ranges from a minimum of 1%

for President Alley of Benin to a maximum of 997. for President Jonathan of

12



Lesotho. The average leader in our dataset came from an ethnic group with

just over 1/3 (36.2%) of the national population. Contrary to the belief

40
that leaders from majority ethnic groups have a firmer grasp on the reins of

power and in apparent rejection of our first hypothesis, Table 3 reports the

insignificant correlation in our sample between leaders' ethnic shares and

their exit risk (p. = -0.049, t = -1.374). This insignificant correlation

coefficient may be an artifact of our not having corrected for the influence

of intervening variables, such as the rate of economic growth, that may

mediate the effects of ethnicity. The insignificant correlation may also

stem from our approach to measuring the size of the leader's ethnic group.

We need to be able to take a nuanced view of size variables by

constructing a measure of the relative size of the leader's ethnic group.

For example, a Yoruba leader in Nigeria, an Ndebele leader in Zimbabwe, and a

Teke leader in the Congo each come from ethnic groups with population shares

of about 20%. However, we would argue that the Yoruba leader in Nigeria, as

a member of that country's second largest ethnic group, draws on a stronger

•

ethnic base than the other two do. The ethnic mix of Nigeria is diffuse;

there are two other ethnic groups of roughly comparable size to the Yoruba;

the Ibo (17%) and the Hausa Fulani (29%), along with many small ethnic

groups. Contrast this with the Congo, where the population share of the Teke

is decidedly smaller than that of the Kongo, who account for 47% of the

population, or with Zimbabwe, where the 20% share of the Ndebeles is dwarfed

by the 80% share for the Shona. We contend that an ethnic group -constitutes.

a stronger base of political power when the ethnic composition of the

remainder of the population is relatively, diffuse than when it is

concentrated in one or a few ethnic groups.

Thus we create a measure which adjusts the ethnic share of the

•
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leader's group for the degree of diffusion among the country's ethnic groups.

We call this measure "ESD1" (Ethnic Size Dominance). This measure accounts

for both size and dispersion of ethnic groups, and is derived from what is

called a Herfindahl index. (See Herfindahl, 1950; Stigler, 1968; Hart, 1971.)

Our ESD1 measure for leader L is defined as follows:

ESD
1

S
2
+S
2
+. . +S

2
1 2

Where there are N substantial or significant ethnic groups, SL is the

population share of the leader's ethnic group, and SI, I e {1,2, .• N} is

the share of ethnic group 1. We can thus estimate a value of ESD1 for every

leader in our sample. ESD1 is bounded by 0 and 1. The closer ESD1 is to 1

the greater the relative share of the ethnic group. In addition, this ethnic

size dominance index has the advantage of being sensitive to the number of

ethnic groups in a given country. Thus, the more diffuse a country's ethnic

structure, the larger the value it attributes to a fixed population share.

To return to our previous example involving Nigeria and Congo, we calculate a

value of .484 for the Yoruba, but only a value of .371 for the Teke.

The difference between these two scores is not that large. Yet it maybe

that the relative size of the Yoruba group, which generates a value of ESD1

about a third larger than for the Tekes, confers more than a third more

ethnically based political power. A measure that accords disproportionately

more weight to membership in large ethnic groups is ESD2. For a leader drawn

from group L, our second index of ethnic size dominance, ESD2, is defined as:

S
2

ESD  
2 / 

1 2

When we substitute our more contextually sensitive measures of ethnic

size, ESD1 and ESD2, the results are no more favorable to the hypothesis that

leaders from large ethnic groups are more deeply entrenched in power. In

•

•
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I
neither case is the correlation between our ethnic measure and the exit rate

statistically significant. For ESD1 the correlation is only -0.025 (t =

AI -0.710), while for ESD2 it is -0.047 (t = -1.325).

A serious concern in our finding of no .correlation between the leader's

ethnic base and political exit is that it may compound a significant within

country effect with counterbalancing cross-Country variations that are

correlated with ethnicity as a matter of historical accident. For example,

suppose that our first hypothesis was correct: that having a large ethnic

41 support base constituted a significant resource for remaining in power. But

suppose as well that the set of countries in our sample with dominant ethnic

groups were harder to control for reasons having nothing to do with

41 ethnicity, and about which we lack good data. For example, they may have

•

inherited interregional inequalities in the occurrence of natural resources.

In this hypothetical setting, our measured correlation between the size of

the leader's ethnic group and his exit risk will embody two separate effects:

(1) the direct effect of ethnic size, making exit less likely for leaders

from large ethnic groups, and (2) a spurious effect arising from countries

!I that are hard to govern having larger ethnic groups, making exit appear more

likely for leaders from large ethnic groups. Fortunately, so-called "fixed

effect" estimators enable us to cope with spurious effects of this sort.

41 In the following analysis we use statistical techniques which control

for the effects of ancillary measurable variables, such as the rate of

economic growth. We also use "fixed effect" statistical techniques to

41 control for the influence of omitted variables that vary among the countries

of our sample, but whose values are constant over time (e.g. geographic

variables).
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A Baseline Model of Political Exit

Our baseline model of political exit takes as it's point of departure

the finding by Londregan and Poole (1991) linking an elevated probability of

political exit with high recent rates of leadership transition, and low rates

of economic growth. Nonparametric regression results on the relationship

between political exit and the "risk factors" of low growth and rapid rates

of recent leadership turnover appear in figure 1. The height of the

regression surface is an estimate of the probability the leader loses power

as a function of the growth rate and the recent annual rate of political

exit
4
. There we see that the leaders least likely to lose power rule

countries with rapidly growing economies and few recent political exits.

Conversely, the probability of political exit is highest for those leaders

who simultaneously face low economic growth and a recent history of rapid

leadership turnover.

The empirical regularity that political exit and low rates of economic

growth tend to occur together raises an ambiguity: is this association the

result of leader's being ousted when the economy performs poorly, or does

political exit itself inhibit growth. This growth inhibiting effect may

operate through uncertainty about future public policy during a protracted

power struggle, or, in the case of coups d'etat and civil wars, the very

process of exit may be intrinsically destructive. Of course, it is more

likely that some combination of these factors is at work, creating

'simultaneous feedback between political transition and economic growth. To

control for this endogeneity, we use an instrumental variables approach in

the parametric statistical analysis which follows.

An intuitive sense of the importance of country-specific fixed effects

may be had by comparing figures 2a and 2b. Figure 2a displays results from

•

•
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the nonparametric regression of political exit on the rate of economic growth

and the natural log of the population share of the leader's ethnic group. We

• see the pronounced inverse relationship between income growth and the

probability of exit highlighted in figure 1. However, there is no apparent

relationship between the exit rate and the log of the population share of the

41 leader's ethnic group.

In figure 2b we repeat the exercise, but with growth and the log of the

population share of the leader's ethnic group expressed as deviations from

41 their country specific means. Likewise, we measure the probability of exit

as a deviation from the country specific mean. This creates the possibility

of observing negative values of this variable, when leaders are predicted to

• have below average exit probabilities for their countries. In contrast to

the lack of apparent relationship between exit and the leader's ethnicity in

figure 2a, figure 2b reveals that when the population share of the the leader

41 is above average for leader's from that country, the leader's risk of losing

power is increased. This runs completely counter to our first hypotheses:

that a large population share for the leader's ethnic group constitutes a

political resource leaders successfully exploit to remain in power.

While these results are suggestive, to statistically test our first

hypothesis, that leaders from large ethnic groups are less likely to lose

power, we need to frame it in terms of a parametric model. We use the linear

probability model here because it affords us access to straightforward and

robust techniques for dealing with several complicating features of our data:

the probable endogeneity of economic growth, which is one of our explanatory

variables, the apparent importance of country specific "fixed effects", and

the possibility that the error terms are correlated across observations from

the same country.
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We remove the country-specific means from all of our variables to deal

with the fixed effect problem. To cope with the issues of the endogeneity of

economic growth and the problem of serially correlated residuals we use

White's "two-stage instrumental variables" (2SIV) procedure (White, 1982).

This is done allowing for arbitrary within-country correlation of the

residuals.

Some of these issues could be dealt with in a probit setting, for

example the endogeneity of economic growth (Londregan and Poole, 1990).

However, coping with fixed effects in the context of a probit model leads to

unstable estimates: maximum likelihood estimates do not exist for fixed

effect parameters corresponding to countries with no leadership changes

during our sample period, such as Zaire
5
. Correlated residuals among

observations from the same country could further complicate the undertaking

well beyond the bounds of tractability.

Our preferred model of political exit includes the current rate of

economic growth, the previous period's growth rate, the recent rate of

political exit, and a quadratic function of the log of the population share

of the leader's ethnic group. We instrument current growth using our "world

business cycle" variable, the log of the country's income level during the

preceding year, and the country's openness to trade measure. The recent rate

of political exit is measured as the annual average number of political exits

taking place over the preceding six years. To correct for the presence of

country-specific fixed effects, all variables were—measured - as deviations

from their country-specific means. Estimates of this model
6 

calculated using

Whites 2SIV procedure appear in column 1 of Table 4.

Here we see a picture of the effects of the leader's ethnic share on the

pace of leadership succession which runs dramatically counter to our first

•

•

•

•

•

•
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hypothesis. While the net effect7 of an increase in the population share of

the leader's ethnic group is to inhibit exit among leaders from small ethnic

groups (the effect is statistically significant for population shares below

13%). This exit inhibiting effect is reversed among the larger ethnic

groups. Among leaders whose ethnic groups account for more than 17% of the

population, increases in the population share are associated with increased

risk of losing power. This runs directly counter to our first hypothesis

that a large group of ethnic affines provides a leader a political resource

• for remaining in .power. The estimated effect is largest for a leader with an

ethnic population share of about 3/8ths. All else held equal, our estimates

indicate the probability of exit for a leader whose ethnic group accounts for

11 38% of his country's population is 0.00798 higher8 than for a leader whose

ethnic group constitutes 37% of the national population. Thus, at this

maximum impact, the effect of a one percentage point increase in population

share to increase the probability of exit by 4/5
ths 

of a percentage point.

Figure 3 shows how the impact of the population share of the leader's ethnic

group affects the probability of exit over the range (0.10,0.99). Figure 3

41 also includes upper and lower bounds for the 95% confidence interval for our

estimated effect. For population shares below 10% the estimated impact is

•

significantly negative, but imprecisely estimated
9
.

Our model includes three instruments for growth thereby leaving us with

two overidentifying, and hence testable, restrictions. We test these

overidentifying restrictions using a Wald test. Under the null hypothesis

that the restrictions are valid, the test statistic has a x
2 

distribution.
2

The realized value for our test statistic of 3.607 corresponds to a p-value

of 0.165, and indicates acceptance at all conventional levels.

We also test for importance of country specific fixed effects. We do
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this by estimating a version of our model which accounts for the endogeneity

of growth, and for covariance among the observations for each country, but

which does not take country specific fixed effects into account. Absent

country specific fixed effects, this alternative estimator is more efficient

than our fixed effect estimator (which would nevertheless remain consistent).

However, the presence of country specific fixed effects will tend to create

bias in these alternative estimates
10
. Hausman's test is appropriate to this

setting (Hausman, 1978). We test for bias in our estimates of the

coefficients for recent leadership change and the leader's ethnic share. The

"resulting test statistic is asymptotically distributed as x:. In our sample

It takes on a value of 9.290, corresponding to a p-value of 0.026. This

Indicates rejection, at a = 0.05, of the hypothesis of no fixed effect

Induced bias. Hence, our use of techniques that correct for the presence of

fixed effects is appropriate.

The estimated coefficients for current and lagged growth are

surprisingly consistent with what a reading of the literature on the US and

Western Europe would lead us to expect (Alesina et a/. 1992, Erikson 1989,

etc.): economic growth reduces the leader's risk of losing power. While our

lagged growth coefficient is much smaller than the coefficient for current

growth, it is also more precisely estimated. This almost certainly results

from the efficiency loss from using an instrumental variables estimator of

the impact of the current growth rate.

WheTwe suUstitute our ESD1 measure for the leader's ethnic share, we

obtain qualitatively similar estimates, which are reported in column 2 of

Table 4. Our Hausman test statistic for the importance of fixed effects is

even more decisive: when we test for constancy of the two coefficients for

ln(ESD1) and ln(ESD1)2 our test statistic under the null hypothesis that

•

•

•

•

•
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Ignoring fixed effects does not bias our parameter estimates is

asymptotically distributed as x in our sample, the realized value of this

statistic is 55.973, corresponding to a p-value of less than 10-22, leading

us to reject the hypothesis that fixed effects are unimportant in this

setting.

As with our estimates for the population share of the leader's ethnic

group, our estimates for ESD1 indicate that among leaders from relatively

small ethnic groups, the probability of exit falls with increases in the size

of the leader's ethnic group (for values of ESD1 below 0.20 this effect is

statistically significant). Also as for our results using population share,

we find that among larger ethnic groups, increases in the relative size of

the leader's ethnic group increase the probability of exit, contrary to our

first hypothesis (this effect is significant for values of ESD1 above 0.31).

The exit inhibiting effects of current and lagged growth.estimated with ESD1

as our measure of the leader's ethnic support base are very similar to the

estimates obtained in conjunction with the leader's ethnic share (compare the

columns of Table 4).

Ethnicity and Nonconstitutional Rule

Our second hypothesis is that leaders from ethnic minority groups are

more likely to lose power by nonconstitutional means. This would be the

observed regularity if leaders from small ethnic groups used

nonconstitutional rule as a shield against the ethnic majority. Such rulers

would be very unlikely to relinquish power constitutionally, so that exit,

when it came, would tend to be by assassination or coup. Londregan and Poole

(1991) find that exit, when it occurs, is more likely to be nonconstitutional

when (i) the exiting ruler himself acceded to power by nonconstitutional
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means, and (ii) the country's per capita income level is very low.

Accordingly, our model includes the natural log of per capita income, and an

indicator variable that equals "1" for leaders who gained power

nonconstitutionally, and "0" otherwise. We also allow for a "first leader"

effect, including an indicator variable that equals "1" if a leader is the

first in our sample, and "0" otherwise
11
.

Our dependent variable measures whether an exiting leader's replacement

will gain power nonconstitutionally. Parameter estimates appearing in column

1 of Table 5 indicate the probability of nonconstitutional replacement rises

markedly with the natural log of the population share of the leader's ethnic

group. The net impact of these coefficients is on the boundary of

statistical significance. Although the parameter estimates for the ethnic

share variables are individually statistically significant
12
, a joint test for

overall significance of these variables yields marginal results. The Wald

statistic for simultaneous exclusion of all three parameters connected with

the log of the population share of the leader's ethnic group is

asymptotically distributed as x: under the null hypothesis that none of these

these variables belongs in our specification. The realization of this test

statistic in our sample is 7.275, corresponding to a p-value of 0.064. Thus,

we can reject the null hypothesis at a = 0.10, but not at a = 0.05. This

provides borderline evidence for an effect of our ethnic variables on the

probability that leadership succession takes place noconstitutionally.

Our parameter estimates indicate that first leaders are significantly

less likely than others to be replaced nonconstitutionally. We confirm the

finding that leaders who themselves gained power nonconstitutionally
13 

are

more likely than others to have nonconstitutional replacements (Londregan and

Poole 1991). More precisely, we reject, at a = 0.05, the mill hypothesis

•

•

•

•

•
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that nonconstitutional leaders have a reduced probability of being replaced

nonconstitutionally. Counter to our expectations, we find the estimated

impact of income is statistically insignificant, once country-specific fixed

effects have been accounted for.

A Hausman test of the importance of correcting for fixed effects cannot

be directly carried out of the second column cannot be directly carried out

because of a technical complication: the variance-covariance matrix used by

the Hausman test is not positive definite. This is what we might expect to

see if there were in fact bias due to the failure to correct for fixed

effects. When we examine the changes in the .coefficients individually, we

find that some of them shift dramatically
14
. This leads us to prefer the

estimates correcting for fixed effects, and to be suspicious of the estimates

which ignore them.

The estimated impact of an increase in the leader's population share

changes signs over the range of values observed in our sample. Figure 4

provides details. The impact of the exiting leader's population share on the

probability the exiting leader's successor gains power nonconstitutionally is

shown on the vertical axis, while the departing leader's ethnic group's

opulation share is depicted on the horizontal axis. The predicted impact

corresponds to the solid line, while the upper and lower bounds for the 957.

confidence interval on this impact are shown as the dotted and dashed lines

respectively.

At low population shares, this estimate is imprecisely estiinated:

however, over the range from 0.03 to 0.14, increases in the population share

of the leader statistically significantly reduce the probability that when

the leader loses power, his replacement will be nonconstitutional
15
. For

example, the estimated probability of a nonconstitutional replacement for a

•
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leader whose ethnic group's population share is 0.11 is 0.023 lower
16 

than for

a comparable leader whose ethnic group has a population share of 0.10. This

is entirely in keeping with our second hypothesis.

For population shares on the range [0.15,0.49], the impact of increases

in the population share of the leader's ethnic group is statistically

insignificant. Among leaders whose ethnic groups have population shares

above 0.49, further increases in this population share create a small -but

statistically significant increase in the chance that the leader's successor

will gain power nonconstitutionally. For example, the probability of a

nonconstitutional successor for a leader whose ethnic group has a population

share of 71% is estimated to be 0.0107 higher than for a comparable leader

whose ethnic group has a population share of 70%
17
.

Column 2 of Table 5 replicates our findings, using our ESD1

measure of the relative size of the departing ruler's ethnic group. These

findings are very similar to those we obtain for the leader's ethnic share.

There are a few minor differences. The Wald test for the simultaneous

exclusion of the three terms involving ESD1 now leads to unambiguous

rejection of the hypothesis that ethnicity does not affect the probability of

a nonconstitutional successor. The test statistic, which is asymptotically

distributed as x
2 
, takes on a value of 11.535, corresponding to a p-value of3

0.009. This indicates rejection at both a = 0.05 and a = 0.01.

Parallel to our results using the population share of the leader's

ethnic group as our ethnicity measure, nonconstitutional rulers are

statistically significantly more likely than their constitutional

counterparts to have nonconstitutional replacements. As when we used the

leader's ethnic group's population share, we cannot directly carry out a

Hausman test for the importance of fixed effects, because the relevant

fb
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variance-covariance matrix estimate is not positive definite. However, we

once again find evidence fixed effects are important
18
, making it appropriate

10 to use the fixed-effect correction embodied in the estimates reported in

column 2.

There is an important similarity between our results obtained using ESD1

• and our findings for the leader's ethnic share: the impact of an increase in

the relative size of a leader's ethnic group serves to reduce the probability

of a nonconstitutional successor among exiting leaders from relatively small

• ethnic groups (for which our ESD1 measure is less than 0.33), while it

increases this risk among departing

groups (those with ESD1 above 0.42).

41 The evidence presented in this section is not favorable to our

leaders from relatively large ethnic

second

hypothesis. Instead of decreasing monotonically with the size of the

leader's ethnic group's population share, we find the probability a leader's

successor is nonconstitutional declines with the population share of the

leader's ethnic group for leaders from small groups, with population shares

below about 1/7
th
, but actually increases with population share among leaders

from majority ethnic groups. In our conclusion, we speculate about the

possible reason for this finding.

Interethnic Transitions

Our third hypothesis is that when leader's leave power, their

-- replacements are disproportionately likely - to come from their own ethnic

41 group. An alternative to this hypothesis is that the probability a leader is

replaced by a member of another ethnic group is directly proportional to the

population share of all other ethnic groups. The first column of Table 6

• presents parameter estimates for the linear probability model of inter-ethnic

• 25



leadership succession (in which the departing leader is replaced by a member

of another ethnic group), with the population share of all ethnic groups of

which the leader is not a member (that is, one minus the leader's ethnic 41

group's population share) as the explanatory variable. This model is

estimated on the subsample of exiting leaders. If ethnicity were irrelevant

to the process of leadership succession, the population share variable should

have a coefficient of 1. The coefficient estimate of 0.3499 is imprecise,

with a standard error of 0.3792.. Never the less, it still enables us to

reject, at a = 0.05, the null hypothesis of a coefficient of 1 for .the 4,

population share of ethnic groups other than the leader's in favor of the

alternative of a slope below 1, (the relevant t-ratio is 1.7144,

corresponding to a p-value of 0.0432) as our third hypothesis would lead us

to expect.

Our Hausman test for the importance of fixed effects gives marginal

results. This statistic is asymptotically distributed as 4, and takes on a

value in our sample of 3.505, corresponding to a p-value of 0.0612. This

indicates rejection at a = 0.10 but not at a = 0.05. This is somewhat

unsatisfying, as the substantive conclusion about the leader's ethnic share

hinges on whether we correct for fixed effects.

Resolution of this issue is provided by the estimates appearing in

column 2 of Table 6 (which correct for country-specific fixed effects).

There we include the natural log of the previous year's per capita income

level, an indicator variable for leaders who gained power

nonconstitutionally, and another indicator variable for first leaders. If

the alternative hypothesis is true, so that members of the exiting leader's

ethnic group are no more likely to replace him than anyone else, the

coefficients for the two leader characteristic variables and income should

110
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0

0

0

0

0
-4

0

0

0

0

equal zero. In stark contrast, we find that all three variables have

statistically significant effects on the probability a leader's successor

comes from another ethnic group. Furthermore, once we have corrected for the

influence of these other variables, the estimated coefficient for the

population share of other ethnic groups remains well below 1. The estimated

value of 0.3717 is 1.7443 standard deviations below 1, so that a formal test

of the hypothesis that the true coefficient is 1 against the alternative that

it is below 1, as predicted by our third hypothesis, generates a p-value of

0.0406, indicating rejection at a = 0.05 (but not at a = 0.01).

The positive coefficient for nonconstitutional rulers is consistent with

the view that nonconstitutional rule is used to defend control of the

government against ethnic outsiders. In an ethnically polarized

authoritarian setting, we might expect that ethnic affines of the national

leader, even ambitious ones, will be reluctant to move against their leader

for fear the ensuing chaos will be exploited by ethnic outsiders. In

contrast, the only way to achieve political power for ethnic outsiders in an
-

ethnically based authoritarian regime may be to overthrow the government. If

this were the case, nonconstitutional rulers, when they lost power,

tend to be replaced by successors from outside their own ethnic group.

The first leader coefficient (Table 6, Column 2) is positive ande highly

significant, as we might see if first leaders tended to be selected through

the ethnically based recruitment mechanisms of the colonizing power. The

post colonial political process would tend only accidentally to favor the

same groups, and so the successors to first leaders would tend to be drawn

from a different set of ethnic groups.

Fixed effects are unambiguously important in this setting. The

estimated standard error of the first leader coefficient in the fixed effect

would

;

0
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model is actually below the corresponding value for the model not correcting

for fixed effects. This is not consistent with the hypothesis that fixed

effects can be safely ignored. When we conduct a Hausman test for the

remaining three coefficients, the test statistic, which is asymptotically

distributed as x
2
, takes on a value of 13.5407, corresponding to a p-value of
3

0.0036, and indicating rejection at all standard significance levels.

Conclusion

This analysis uses cross-national data in which each country is followed

over time to examine the role of ethnicity in African politics. Because of

the relative ease and precision with which we can measure the entry and exit

of national leaders, we formulate and test three hypotheses about the effect

of ethnicity on leadership change.

The point of departure for our first hypothesis is the conjecture a

leader's ethnic affines are natural political allies, helping him to remain

in power. All else equal, the more allies the better, so our first

hypothesis is the larger the population share of the leader's ethnic group,

the lower the probability the leader loses power. We decisively reject this

hypothesis. Only among leaders from the smallest ethnic groups do variations

in the size of the leader's ethnic group have the hypothesized effect. For

most of our sample, the results are directly opposite those predicted:

leaders from larger ethnic groups run greater risks of losing power. All

else held equal, leaders from the largest ethnicgroups are the most likely

to lose power.

Our second hypothesis is framed from the perspective that minority

ethnic groups may use nonconstitutional rule as a shield against ethnic

oppression by more populous groups. Accordingly, we expect rulers from

410
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ethnic minorities to more ruthlessly cling to power, and hence, we

hypothesize the probability of nonconstitutional replacement declines with

41 the size of the leader's ethnic group. Our results directly counter this

claim. Except among leaders from the smallest ethnic groups, we observe the

. probability of nonconstitutional replacement actually rises with the size of

41 the leaders ethnic group.

Our third hypothesis, and the only one which receives strong support

from the data, is that rulers are disproportionately likely to be replaced by

41 
members of their own ethnic group. This is what we would expect to see if

the ruling elite were drawn disproportionately from one or a few ethnic

groups. In particular, we find that nonconstitutional rulers are more likely

11 
than other leaders to be replaced by people from outside their ethnic group,

while the rulers of wealthy countries are less likely to be replaced by

ethnic "outsiders". This is what we might expect if political support

coalitions divided along ethnic lines, and were better able to control the

process of succession in wealthy countries, and within constitutional

environments.

•
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1
We supplemented their country breakdowns with data from the publication

Atlas Narodov Mira, 1964 (Atlas of the peoples of the World) for small island

countries such as Mauritius which do not appear in Morrison's book.

41 2While Morrison does not distinguish Somali leaders by clan, we do. For

Somalia, Morrison subdivides Somalis into Samaale and Sab dialect groups.

These groups are also broken down into clans, but no numbers are given for

clan size and all of Somalia's leaders are identified as Somalis and not by

clan. Prior to 1991, Africanists might well have thought that in Somalia

clan was the most important ethnic distinction. But in the bloodletting

41 which occurred in 1991-92, subclan differentiation became the basis for

factional fighting. We could get rough clan sizes, but not subclan sizes.

We coded Somali leaders by clan membership. In Mauritania, where clan

membership is also important, while we had some information on leaders' clan

membership we had no good data on clan size. Thus we did not use clan
distinctions but used the much rougher distinction between Moor and

41 Tukulor-Fulani given, in Morrison.
3
A nice discussion of fixed effects, and there usefulness in reducing omitted

variables bias can be found in Hsiao (1986).

4This excludes leader's who die in office of "natural" causes.

11 5

S

Estimation algorithms will attempt to set these parameters to "-co".

6
An added methodological wrinkle is that, at least in the case in which the

residuals from the underlying model are uncorrelated with one another, the

fixed effects estimator will result in negatively biased estimates of the

"recent transitions" coefficient, because it incorporates lagged values of

the dependent variable. However, this bias is of small order when, as in
this case, we have more than a dozen or so observations per country.
7
Let x denote the leader's ethnic share,-while the probability of exit is

given by:

p = ftiln(x) + 2[1n(x)]2 + 7'z

where z is a vector of the remaining explanatory variables. The impact of an
increase in the leader's ethnic share on the probability of exit is given by:

11 igi + 21n(x)-1321,/x

Notice that the estimated impact may be negative even when gi, and g2 are

both positive. This occurs because the term multiplying (32, 21n(x)/x,

be negative for all population shares on the interval (0,1).

8
The 95% confidence interval for this effect is [0.0056,0.0103].

9
For example, at a population share of 0.05, tlie 95% confidence interval for

the effect of a percentage point increase in the size of the leader's ethnic
group is [-0.0765,-0.0429].

10
Available from the authors on request.
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11
When we included these indicator variables for nonconstitutional accession

to power, and for first leaders in our specification of the political exit

model reported in the previous section, neither received a statistically

significant coefficient estimate.
12
At a = 0.05 for the log of the leader's ethnic group's population share and

it's square, at a = 0.10 for the cube of this variable.
13
Among the 67 exiting leaders in our sample, 32 lost power

nonconstitutionally.
14_
ror example, the estimated impact for new leader's shifts by over twelve

times the estimated standard deviation of this parameter change. The

estimated impact of per capita income also shifts by over 2.6 times it's

standard deviation.
15
Let x denote the leader's ethnic share, while the probability of a

nonconstitutional replacement is given by:
p = giln(x) + g2[1n(x)]2 + 133[1n(x)]3 +

where z is a vector of the remaining explanatory variables. The impact of an

increase in the leader's ethnic share on the probability of a

nonconstitutional successor is given by:
ig 21n(x)-13 + 3[1n(x)]2.

3
13 l/x

2 

Notice that the estimated impact may be negative even when gi, g2, and g3 are

all positive. This occurs because the term multiplying 132, 21n(x)/x, will be

negative for all population shares on the interval (0,1).

16
The 95% confidence interval for this impact is [-0.0422,-0.0039].

17
The 95% confidence interval for this effect is [0.0003,0.0211].

18
The coefficient for the per capita income level shifts by two and a half

times the estimated standard deviation of the parameter shift, while the

coefficient for the first leader moves by over 6 standard deviations.

•
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Table 1: Composition of the Sample

Country

Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde Islands
Central African Republic

Chad
Congo
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
Cote d'Ivoire
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mozambique
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Togo
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe

First Year Last Year

1962
1967
1967
1963
1967
1976
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1966
1962
1975
1962
1964
1967
1962
1962
1965
1969
1962
1969
1982
1962
1962
1963
1962
1978
1966
1962
1962
1969
1962
1962
1963
1966
1965
1981

1987
1986
1987
1987
1987
1985
1987
1985
1986
1986
1985
1985
1987
1987
1987
1987
1985
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1986
1987
1987
1987
1985
1987
1987
1985
1987
1987
1987
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Variable Mean Std.Dev. Min. Median Maximum %Within

Annual Growth Rate: 0.008 0.074 -0.396 0.005 0.444 92.27
ln(Income 

i
): 6.760 0.559 5.403 6.792 8.398 10.28

t-
Openness to Trade: 0.336 0.219 0.039 0.280 1.418 28.33

Recent Transition
Rate (past 6 years): 0.075 0.132 0.000 0.000 0.666 71.89

Leader's Ethnic Share: 0.362 0.266 0.010 0.290 0.990 10.21

ESD1: 0.590 0.304 0.016 0.632 0.999 27.4-2
ESD2: 0.286 0.294 0.000 0.182 0.990 8.43

Political Exit: 0.080 0.272 0.000 0.000 1.000 91.94

Nonconstitutional Exit: 0.066 0.248 0.000 0.000 1.000 91.63

Nonconstitutional
Entrant: 0.402 0.491 0.000 0.000 1.000 40.82

Inter-Ethnic
Leadership Transition: 0.045 0.208 0.000 0.000 1.000 93.40

.1

•
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Table 3: Sample Correlations

Income Log of Recent Ethnic
Growth Lagged Openness Ethnic Herfindahl
Rate Income to Trade Incumbency Index

Income Growth Rate: 1.000 -0.058 -0.006 -0.021 -0.055
Log of Lagged Income: -1.637 1.000 0.372 -0.005 -0.197
Openness to Trade: -0.186 13.587 1.000 0.108 -0.015
Recent Ethnic Incumbency: -0.602 -0.152 3.290 1.000 -0.173
Ethnic Herfindahl Index: -1.533 -5.206 -0.444 -4.616 1.000

Leader's Ethnic Share: 2.988 8.517 3.341 7.634 -15.761
ESD1: 1.674 7.096 1.819 6.895 -10.444
ESD2: 3.193 8.986 4.308 7.376 -15.470
Political Exit: -3.867 -0.123 -2.270 -1.589 0.448

Leader's
Ethnic Political
Share ESD1 ESD2 Exit

Income Growth Rate: 0.098 0.056 0.105 -0.143
Log of Lagged Income: 0.255 0.217 0.266 -0.004
Openness to Trade: 0.109 0.061 0.138 -0.082
Recent Ethnic Incumbency: 0.232 0.212 0.225 -0.057
Ethnic Herfindahl Index: -0.715 -0.433 -0.698 0.015
Leader's Ethnic Share: 1.000 0.892 0.994 -0.049
ESD1: 78.699 1.000 0.875 -0.025
ESD2: 373.521 71.427 1.000 -0.047
Political Exit -1.374 -0.710 -1.325 1.000

Note: The above diagonal entries are correlation coefficients, the below
diagonal entries are the corresponding t-ratios



Lagged Growth -0.1830 -0.1662
(0.0962) (0.0950)

Recent Transition Rate -0.0924 -0.0790
(0.0614) (0.0630)

ln(Leader's Ethnic Share) 0.5903
(0.0781)

ln(Leader's Ethnic Share)2 0.1484
(0.0185)

ln(ESD1) 0.3449
(0.0585)

ln(ESD1)2 0.1249
(0.0213)

Sample Size 836 836

Note: Asymptotic standard errors are reported in parentheses. Estimates are
calculated using White's 2SIV precedure, using the world business cycle
variable, openness to trade, and the lagged level of income as instruments
for current economic growth. Estimates correct for the presence of
country-specific fixed effects, and so do not generate estimated intercepts.

. Table 4: Ethnicity and Political Exit

Dependent Variable: Political Exit

Variable (1) (2) 

Current Growth -0.6883 -0.6808
(0.4325) (0.4015)

11
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Table 5: Ethnicity and Nonconstitutional Succession

Dependent Variable: Nonconstitutional Successor

Variable (1) (2)

ln(Per Capita Incomet_i) 0.0212 0.1325

(0.2852) (0.2809)

Exiting Leader is
Nonconstitutional 0.1626 0.1672

(0.0911) (0.0875)

First Leader -0.1918 -0.0854
(0.0933) (0.1114)

ln(Leader's Ethnic Share) 1.0684
(0.5222)

ln(Leader's Ethnic Share)2 0.4815
(0.2336)

ln(Leader's Ethnic Share)3 0.0577
(0.0298)

ln(ESD1) 0.8753
(0.3325)

ln(ESD1)2 0.6257
(0.2269)

ln(ESD1)3 0.1008
(0.0374)

Sample Size 67 67

Note: Asymptotic standard errors are reported in parentheses. Estimated
standard errors are calculated using White's procedure. Estimates correct
for the presence of country-specific fixed effects, and so do not generate
estimated intercepts.



Table 6: Interethnic Transitions

Dependent Variable: Inter-Ethnic Transition

Variable (1) (2)

Population Share of
the exiting leader's
Ethnic non-affines

ln(Per Capita Incomet_i)

Exiting Leader is
Nonconstitutional

First Leader

Sample Size

0.3499
(0.3792)

67

0.3717
(0.3602)

-0.7136

(0.3166)

0.2850
(0.1239)

0.7624
(0.0649)

67

•

Note: Asymptotic standard errors are reported in parentheses. Estimates are
calculated using White's 2SIV precedure, using the world business cycle
variable, openness to trade, and the lagged level of income as instruments
for current economic growth. Estimates correct for the presence of
country-specific fixed effects, and so do not generate estimated intercepts.
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Figure 2a: Nonparametric Regression of the Leader's Exit Risk on Income Growth an
d the Natural Logarithm

of the Population Share of the Leader's Ethnic Group.
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Figure 4: Impact of the Population Share of the Exiting Leader's Ethnic Group on the P
robability the

Successor Gains Power Nonconstitutionally.
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